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1. More Levels (120 levels) 2. The
Adventure Continues (The free adventure
continues) 3. A Zen Garden 4. Addictive
Game Mechanics 5. More Variations in Deal
Layering 6. Expanded Platform 7. New &
Interesting Features 8. A Refreshing User
Interface ====================
=========== What's New in this
Version: - 10 more levels. - New "mobile"
style - New second round (kickout game
with the cup) - New coin in selection at the
beginning of the game - New deals are
available in the game. ============
===================
Languages: English
=============== What's New: A
new DLC pack for My Lands 2. The free
adventure continues with brand new 120
levels and an innovative second round.
Play the exciting and addictive kickout
game with the cup. To increase your rating
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and become a new Champion you have to
survive the new 120 levels. To survive you
have to choose, move and lay the tiles. To
do so you have to select from the
selection. To select the winning tiles, you
have to press the appropriate button. To
move tiles you have to drag them and to
lay tiles, you have to tap on them. Use
left/right arrows to move tiles and the
space to place them. The game is in
Japanese with English subtitles. Enjoy the
exciting adventure. To learn more about
the game play, please visit If you have
questions or if you need help, please reach
me at e-mail: maandu.eu@gmail.com
Please give me a 5-star rating, it will help
me a lot in the future to improve my work.
***Download Now*** My Lands 2 is a roll-
up game with a mix of gameplay. Remove
as many of the orange tiles as possible,
and save the gold ones. Once the table is
cleared, it's over. Clear the table and you
win. The game has been designed for
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players of all ages. The gameplay is very
easy. The table is shown with the golden
tiles from the bottom to the top. Select the
correct tile by tapping on it. Try to remove
as many tiles as you can. If you remove too
many tiles, you'll get a score. You have to
try to remove as much tiles as possible to
win. You can collect gold

The Ramp Features Key:
Tiny Bunny: Prologue is a Moon Scroll and Shine Scroll adventure puzzle game with a theme of Saint
Seiya where you can explore the moon world;
It's not your ordinary toddler puzzle adventure game, not even close;
The theme of Saint Seiya is ever so evident;
The world map of Moon, a beautiful looking world.
You will discover hidden land icons, Sun icon, Planet or the Moon icon, treasure chest, brooch and
a lot more while playing!
Save all your progress at every level.
Find out if you got the perfect 100% solution in each level of Moon.
This game play much similar to the earlier levels from Contessa's Tiny Hide and Seek and
Tiny Labyrinth where you were never completely clueless how everything works.
Tiny Bunny: Prologue is an added Chapter for the Tiny Bunny games collection;
So this is the kick-off to the next major release of tiny bunny collection, do not miss this game!
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